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FARMINGTON HILLS, MICHIGAN, UNITED STATES,

September 23, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Healthy Mind

Express, a Michigan based non-profit publishing imprint is

pleased to announce that The U.S. Book Review has

recommended its new title, "Bias Is All Around You: A

Handbook for Inspecting Social Media & News Stories by

Erik Bean, Ed.D." 

Book Review by David Hennessee 

"Across the political spectrum, one of the most common

ways to discredit a media outlet or individual is to accuse

them of bias. However, as author Bean shows, bias is not

just a failing of the other side. Instead, the current media

and political landscape is chock-full of it. His book explains

the forms bias takes, its prevalence across social media,

and the stakes involved for individuals and societies. Most

importantly, Bean offers tools for spotting and countering

bias. The book starts by clearly defining bias and the

critical thinking that can counter it. Next, it details various

strategies for detecting and evaluating bias, including

examining the credibility of sources, rhetoric, writing style,

and journalistic ethics. Later chapters summarize the

damaging effects of social media algorithms and the

various logical fallacies that can distort thinking. The book

ends by relating its topic to modern events, including the

COVID-19 pandemic, the 2020 presidential election, and

the war in Afghanistan.

This book stands out not only for its clarity and relevance but also for its inclusion of useful

resources for avoiding bias. For example, Bean suggests evaluating bias through "KLEMP," or the

http://www.einpresswire.com


Erik Bean, Author, Bias Is All Around You:

A Handbook for Inspecting Social Media &

News Stories

ancient Greek rhetorical concepts kairos, logos,

ethos, mythos, and pathos. He also lists and

defines logical fallacies common to biased

thinking, such as hasty generalization, ad

hominem, and red herring. The book can be read

in one sitting, and it would be of interest to

anyone looking to consume media more

responsibly. Moreover, its many worksheets and

checklists could be adapted for use in high school

and college classrooms. The book's final appeal

for greater media literacy and civil discourse could

not come at a more critical time, and the tools it

presents are a first step toward achieving those

goals.

RECOMMENDED by the US Review"

Author Erik Bean takes readers on a rigorous yet

introspective journey to snuff out bias, to

understand algorithms that affect internet and

social media information and provide them simple

assessment tools that allow them to be more

confident if they use the information and share it.

"Under a nation driven by free speech there are penalties for falsely screaming fire in a theater.

We should all ask ourselves even with the truth vetted, why would some people still want to

Information can outsmart

anyone regardless of their

background or education.

Bias Is All Around You

provides resources to

analyze information to

determine its source, its

authenticity, and objectivity”

Erik Bean, Author, Bias Is All

Around You

share a false narrative?" Excerpt p. 50

For more information visit https://biashandbook.com/

Review copies available to those in the journalism

profession.

Sherry Wexler
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